VSN EXPRESSPLUS:

Your trusted partner for secure connectivity

Secure. Scalable. Optimised.

The Multi-Cloud
Deployment Problem.
Large organisations require that their revenue-generating applications
sit in the appropriate cloud environment: public or private. The current
market for this cloud access consists of expensive network solutions to
deliver user-to-cloud or cloud-to-cloud connectivity and infrastructurebased solutions to access or interconnect applications in the cloud.
These often translate to expensive projects and equipment that
constantly needs upgrading to remain secure.
“Every enterprise uses a multitude of cloud providers to host
its applications. Unfortunately, the secure access to and
interoperability of these applications often require incredibly
long and expensive IT projects.”
Is high-performance secure cloud access and interoperability always costly?
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VSN EXPRESSPLUS:

Your trusted partner for secure connectivity

VSN EXPRESSPLUS creates a virtual private cloud network, enabling
interconnectivity and user-to-cloud communications with the highest level
of security and performance, regardless of OS, device or location.
VSN Edges deployed in multi-cloud environments ensure applications
can inter-connect seamlessly without the need for expensive public cloud
provider backbone or other hardware-centred network solutions requiring
expensive IT projects. Businesses can scale quickly without prohibitive
costs or highly technical system architecture.

VSN EXPRESSPLUS provides
your business with zero-trust
security and scalability without
compromising on speed
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HOW IT WORKS
Teams who want to access the
cloud from any device download
the Netlinkz app, which establishes
a highly secure connection to the
cloud. To complete the secure
private network overlay, we deploy
a physical or virtual gateway at
each cloud instance.
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VSN EXPRESSPLUS:

Your trusted partner for secure connectivity

PRICING
Our pricing model consists of two elements: a monthly charge for the virtual, cloud-based VSN Edge plus
a monthly fee for the VSN Clients required. Each user device or workstation will require a dedicated VSN
client to access the VSN network and applicationss.

VSN EDGE

MONTHLY CHARGE

VSN Edge

$36

+

VSN CLIENT

$8.50 / m
PER user*

*All pricing in USD, excluding taxes

WHAT DOES A REAL-LIFE DEPLOYMENT LOOK LIKE?
A customer with 100 strong analytics team working on many devices requires access to three
applications sitting in three separate public cloud providers: Azure, AWS and Google Cloud Platform.
The applications can communicate without traffic hair-pinning back to physical data centres to achieve
optimal performance while retaining the highest levels of security. Furthermore, each team member can
seamlessly access these applications regardless of location and connectivity technology.

PRICING EXAMPLE:
3 Virtual VSN Edges + 100 VSN Clients = $36 x 3 + $8.50 x 100 = $958 month

Why Netlinkz
-

Australian Securities exchange listed (ASX:NET)

-

Multiple industry award winning technology

-

Global Network-Security market disruptor

-

Australia based support team

-

Broad portfolio of solutions to address business critical challenges

For more information, please contact info@netlinkz.com
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